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Cleaning and Etching
reduction of adsorbates and oxide layers 
(reactive, ballistic)

Activation and Functionalization
energy introduction for electronic excitement 
or cracking of chemical bindings and 
deposition of molecules

Surface Modification by 
Implantation
phase formation by ion implantation for 
hardening and corrosion protection

Thin Film Deposition
deposition of functional and decorative 
coatings with ion assistance as well as 
Nanocomposites

The innovative plasmaimpax ® -technique uses a high-energy plasma and high 
voltage pulses for a 3-dimensional surface modification of components or tools. To 
increase hardness and resistance to wear and corrosion or the biocompatibility
ion implantation and ion assisted deposition processes can be performed with this 
environmental friendly technology. In contrast to conventional deposition techniques 
lower temperatures are already sufficient to realize deposition and treatment 
successfully due to the unique hybrid-process. As a result also temperature sensitive 
materials and alloys can be treated without any shape distortion or loss of mechanical 
properties. See the flexibility and variety of processes implemented with the 
plasmaimpax® - system:



Plasma Ion Implantation & 
Deposition Systems

The System Technology
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The New Plasma Technology

Advantages of the Systems

plasmaimpax® 

low process temperatures                                        
depending on the process < 200 °C or < 400 °C
3-dimensional treatment and coating
high process purity
easy process control and handling
high deposition rates
economical and environmental friendly technique
high process flexibility:                                       
cleaning, etching, doping, ion implantation, ion assisted deposition
flexible system sizes depending on production quantity



Surface Modifications & Coatings

To achieve an optimal wear and corrosion resistance especially of all components in 
tribological systems for automotive, engineering or medical applications AxynTeC has
developed its axyprotect®-coating. axyprotect® is a special diamond-like carbon coating (DLC, 
a-C:H) deposited using our plasmaimpax®-process. Due to the specifics of the plasmaimpax®-
process axyprotect® has several advantages in contrast to conventional hard coatings.

axyprotect® at a glance:
low treatment temperature 200° C
very high hardness and elasticity (15 - 25 GPa)
very low friction coefficient: 0.05 - 0.15
wear resistant
corrosion resistant
biocompatible and food safe

A wide range of coatings or surface treatments can be carried out with the plasmaimpax® -
system to increase the life time of your products. Different process technologies can be 
delivered with the system.

To increase for example the hardness and wear resistance or the biocompatibility of precise 
tools or medical implants the plasmaimpax®-technology offers a surface modification without 
deposition: axynit®. In this case the first few microns of the substrate material will be modified by 
a 3-dimensional ion treatment in a plasma. Moreover this treatment can be used to prepare the 
substrate for a following deposition.

axynit® at a glance:
treatment temperature < 400° C
increase of surface hardness (10 - 15 GPa)
enhancement of wear or corrosion resistance
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